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Abstract

Programming agents is a hard task, mainly because of the
diverse aspects of an agent that need to be considered. A
developer has to decide how the functionality of the agent
is implemented, in what form the agent will store its in-
formation and how it will handle the sometimes complex
interactions with other agents. Additionally, there are the
many security requirements to take into account. Access to
agent services needs to be controlled, network communi-
cation should be protected, accounting must be performed,
agent data need to be protected, etc. The current agent plat-
forms do not really support these aspects very well. As a
result, the agent programs become very tangled and thus
are hard to maintain, evolve and reuse. In this paper, we
present an open agent platform, targeted at experimenta-
tion, both in application structure and security. The plat-
form starts from a more explicit model of an agent and its
platform. We argue that this model allows more reuse and
flexibility in the construction of agent applications.

1 Introduction

Currently, the agent programming model is very ad-hoc,
and does not appear to scale very well. Programming com-
plex agent-applications becomes tedious and error-prone.
In agent systems based on object-oriented programming
languages [6, 7], one typically has to derive from an ab-
stract base class that represents the generic structure of an
agent. This inheritance relation constrains the composabil-
ity of agents from a number of units of basic functional-
ity. The units need to be tied together manually, with del-
egation from the general agent structure to its parts and
vice versa. End-users with no real programming skills will
therefore be unable to construct an agent by simple compo-
sition and configuration. What is needed is a clearer struc-
ture of an agent such that the agent functionality can be ex-
pressed more naturally and composition is supported more

directly.

Communication between agents is offered either through
direct method invocations [6] on (proxies of) other agent
objects or through a simple messaging service [10]. Build-
ing complex interaction patterns (such as contract negoti-
ation and auction protocols) based on those simple con-
structs can be hard. Design patterns like OBSERVER and
STATE are used to untangle the code [7], but result in an
agent structure that is only more complex to deal with.
Furthermore, the case of API-like specifications for di-
rect communication thwarts software evolution. Maintain-
ing upward and downward compatibility between different
versions of an API is tedious. An ideal communication
mechanism allows an easy implementation of complex in-
teraction patterns, without constraining it to a fixed, non-
evolvable model.

In addition to the basic functionality, there is the variable
set of security requirements [5] to take into account. Agent
platforms are open environments, and as such require more
flexible security implementations. For instance, a rigid ac-
cess control infrastructure, such as an access control matrix
based on identities and operations, is not feasible if both the
identities and the set of possible operations change over
time. The only really workable approach starts from the
idea that every entity in the system has to take care of its
own security requirements. Although a considerable part
of the security implementation can be shared between all
parties, specific policies and custom mechanisms will al-
ways come up. Separation and reuse of these parts of an
agent implementation is at least as important as reuse of its
functionality. To conclude, a flexible solution should sup-
port an easy integration of security mechanisms into the
functionality of agents and agent platforms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we
lay out the requirements for the agent system. Then, we
will present our model for an agent system and explain
in what way it can achieve our goals. The following sec-
tion deals with some implementation details, after which
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we briefly describe how the model supports transparent ad-
dition of security. We conclude with a proposal for further
developer support.

2 Requirements

Our overall goal is to develop an open agent platform tar-
geted at experimentation. The experiments take place in
two research fields. First, we want to be able to build com-
plex agent applications in a way that promotes reuse and
modularisation. Second, we want to treat security require-
ments as much as possible independently from these appli-
cations. More specifically, we have the following goals for
the four major parts of the agent system.

2.1 The Agent

The model of the platform should allow a natural descrip-
tion of the agent application structure. We view an agent as
an autonomous, self-contained entity, trying to work in an
open environment. Agent applications are mainly centred
around two main activities. Firstly, an agent has a goal to
fulfil, that is not directly related to any other agent. Typi-
cally an agent has one or more roles, where each role de-
scribes a more specific part of the general task that it has
to perform. Secondly, in its task it needs to communicate
with other agents, respond to queries and process results.
This is commonly summarised as the active and reactive
nature of an agent. Internally, an agent encapsulates a state
that is not accessible to agents. It might for instance want
to record some of the information it has gathered or has
some beliefs that are based on previous interactions. The
model should support this description very naturally, such
that an agent developer does not have to work around the
limitation or a lack of proper support.

Furthermore, the agent model should have composition
support. Expert agent programmers write modular units
that implement typical functionality for an agent in a spe-
cific role, defined in a certain application domain. For in-
stance one programmer could write a module to do price
negotiation, while another programmer writes modules for
product discovery and payment. End-users can compose
agents from these units according to their needs, without
the need for real programming skills.

2.2 The Agent Platform

We strive for a minimal agent platform specification. The
more of the platform is (strictly) defined, the less it is use-
ful under varied circumstances. The platform should be
based on a small number of concepts. Any advanced fea-
ture should be optional, in order not to burden the basic de-
sign. At the same time, it should be possible to add features
later on, without breaking the base model. This means the
basic concepts must be generic enough to be extensible to
new requirements. This also means any later extension to

the platform should not break the code of already existing
agents.

The model for an agent platform will be implemented
and installed on a variety of hardware. On embedded sys-
tems, the platform would only provide a few very simple
services, whereas an implementation for a high capacity
server could have many services, some of which are rather
complex and demanding. If all implementations are based
on the same model, it is possible to implement a (simple)
agent that can run on any of those platform implementa-
tions. Obviously, an agent that requires one or more of the
complex services will not be able to do anything on a plat-
form that does not offer these. The agent should however
be able to check what services are offered by the platform
it is running on, and perhaps move to a more suitable plat-
form if its requirements are not met.

2.3 The Communication Infrastructure

We want to provide the correct level of genericity in the
agent communication facilities. As explained before, both
direct method invocations and basic messaging services are
too low-level to be directly usable by an agent programmer.
Typical agent interactions often take the form of conversa-
tions, built up from an ordered sequence of messages sent
back and forth between the agents. The communication
infrastructure should support this relation between succes-
sive messages as well as the relation between incoming and
outgoing messages of a concrete conversation.

A lot of research is being done on other forms of com-
munication, like generative communication using tuple
spaces [2], infobusses and event services that offer a higher
level of uncoupling. Which of these is most useful depends
on the actual agent application. Choosing one of them as
the basic communication infrastructure will make it diffi-
cult to support the other. A full implementation of an agent
system could support these through services that are built
on top of its more simple communication implementation.

2.4 The Security Implementation

Security requirements in a agent system can vary enor-
mously under different circumstances1. Therefore, a fixed
security implementation is unworkable. As every agent can
have its own unique security requirements, there will po-
tentially be a new implementation of these requirements
in every other agent, even if the real functionality of the
agent is the same. Vice versa, it is very likely that agents
with varying functionality still have similar security re-
quirements.

This situation calls for a separate description and imple-
mentation of those difficult security requirements. From a
software engineering point of view, this separation of con-
cerns is highly desirable. It enables separate verification
of the implementation and reuse in many agents. Together

1Agent servers with different levels of trust, closed intranet environ-
ment versus internet applications, information gathering agents versus
stock exchange agents, etc.
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Figure 1: Model of an agent

with the composition support in the agent model, different
modules for the agent functionality and the security imple-
mentation can be combined, such that a tailored construc-
tion of agents according to specific user requirements is
possible.

3 The Model

Our proposal for an agent system consists of three main
parts.

� The model of an agent. This defines the internal struc-
ture of an agent. Its purpose is to support the con-
struction of agents by end-users, by composition of
reusable parts.

� The model for the agent platform. The specification is
kept minimal, providing only basic services like agent
creation, arrival and departure, and discovery.

� The model for the communication infrastructure. This
model is based on explicit communication channels
and agent references as reified entities.

The model of an agent contains the following parts,
as illustrated in figure 1. A number of tasks implement
the activity of an agent. Each task will typically imple-
ment one functional part or role of the global activity of
an agent, although there could also be tasks implementing
non-functional activities such as authentication. Each task
has its own thread of control, so multiple task can be active
at the same time within one agent. A number of primi-
tives can be provided to synchronize tasks, if needed. The
composition support of the model is partly the result of this
division of functionality into tasks.

The reactive nature of an agent is supported through the
port concept. Ports are used in the communication between
agents. The basic operations on a port are accept, to
wait for an incoming message or to read an already de-
livered message, and send, to send a message to another
agent. As such, the ports define the interface to the com-
munication infrastructure of the agent system. How the
messages are actually transmitted is explained below. A
port can be used in two situations. Firstly, a port is used
when the agent wants to offer a service to other agents. For
this purpose, the port is registered under a name within the
agent. Secondly, a port is created when an agent wants to

communicate with another agent. In this case, the port is
the result of requesting a particular service of a particular
agent. Agents can refer to each other only through special
agent references.

When tasks want to store information, they will use the
storage part of an agent. The information is referenced
using string based indexes. This separation between the
processing part of an agent and the storage of more or less
permanent data, makes it possible to share data between
different tasks within one agent. It also enables extra pro-
cessing over the data that is stored. We will come back to
this in section 5.

Another important part of an agent is its identity. This is
a fixed information structure that serves to (uniquely) iden-
tify the agent, across multiple agent platforms. The identity
does not directly relate to its owner, creator, originator or
any other principals involved. For this purpose an extra
query can be added to agents, though this is not manda-
tory. Only when security requirements such as access con-
trol and accounting would call for this information, it needs
to be included in the implementation.

Finally, every agent has a pointer to a context, the place
it is executing in. Through this reference, an agent can use
the services of the agent platform.

The agent platform provides an implementation of all
the concepts used by an agent (such as identities and agent
references) as well as the global agent structure itself. To
create an agent, the agent user only has to give the platform
an implementation for the tasks the agent will perform, and
the initial data that is to be used. The platform will then set
up the global agent structure that conforms to its imple-
mentation, and start the tasks.

The platform basically offers only one important service
to the agents, namely the way to communicate with another
agent. All other services are implemented as (stationary)
agents, and can thus be contacted and modelled just like
normal agents. For bootstrapping purposes, the agent plat-
form has a reference to a basic locator service. By querying
this service, an agent can find other services, like a more
advanced discovery service, a database service, etc.

The implementation of agent communication is based on
channels. A channel is a two-way connection between two
agents over which messages flow. The model is compa-
rable to that of network communication with sockets, al-
though at a higher abstraction level : the unit of commu-
nication here is a message. The ports of an agent can be
connected to a channel. Performing a send operation on a
port means transmitting it over its attached channel. The
delivery of the message happens asynchronous. It is how-
ever possible to wait for an answer over the channel, sim-
ple by performing an accept operation on the port. Be-
cause messages always arrive or are send through a spe-
cific channel, the notion of conversations is more directly
present in the model. A complete conversation between
two agents, regarding a particular service, is described by
all the the messages that have been send back and forth
over that channel. The relation between successive mes-
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sages is also immediately clear.
How the communication channels actually behave is up

to the agent platform. One channel could for instance
only provide local communication whereas another chan-
nel would implement location transparency. The platform
can select between the different implementations on the ba-
sis of the agent reference that is provided in a channel setup
request. The platform has complete control over what the
agent references are, from the viewpoint of an agent, they
are opaque. This makes it possible to set up agents as
services that can only be accessed locally, simply by issu-
ing the correct kind of agent reference. When a reference
to such a service would leave the agent platform, it is no
longer valid : it can no longer be used to set up a connec-
tion to the service it is pointing to.

4 Implementation Issues

We have implemented a prototype of this model in Java2,
as a set of interfaces and abstract classes. Together with
concrete implementations and a factory, a real instantiation
of a platform is made that has a specific behaviour (e.g.
only a local platform, a single hop platform, or a platform
supporting general mobility).

In this prototype, basic protection of the agent platform
and the individual agents is provided through language pro-
tection [12]. The platform and the agents are each loaded
into a separate (class loader) name space. In a shared name
space, the interfaces are defined through which exchange
of objects can happen. As each of the agents only has ac-
cess to classes in the shared name space, they cannot ma-
nipulate the platform or the other agents directly.

Migration of agents is implemented as a service, but
needs come cooperation of the platform implementation to
for instance manage agent references. The agent imple-
mentation is responsible for the serialisation of its state.
The migration service receives an already serialised ver-
sion that is ready to be migrated. Strong migration of agent
can be supported by using a byte-code transformer [11].
A local scheduler within the agent is able to stop all the
agent’s threads, and capture their execution state. The byte-
code transforming approach has the benefit that agents that
have no need for strong migration, do not suffer the perfor-
mance loss of its support.

The network communication infrastructure is provided
by a gate service on the platform. This service can hide all
details of (network) protocols and location of remote agent
platforms. As all remote communication passes through
this service, network security (such as integrity, confiden-
tiality, ...) can be implemented and enforced in one place.
A framework providing such facilities has already been de-
signed [3]. It should be fairly easy to integrate it into the
gate service.

The implementation of agent references that provide lo-
cation transparency uses this gate service to communicate

2After a proof of concept implementation in Python

to remote agents. However, this use is abstracted away for
the agent. Messages to remote agents are transparently for-
warded to the gate service. The gate service delivers the
message to the gate service of the remote platform that cur-
rently hosts the target agent. This gate in turn forwards the
message to the target agent. The way the current location
of a remote agent is attained is also hidden. Both forward-
ing and a distributed location service is possible.

5 Adding Security

The model as presented above has been designed in such a
way to enable plugging in security mechanisms very easily.
Although this paper does not focus on the security issues
in agent systems, we will briefly discuss two points where
security can be plugged into an agent. As services of a
platform are also agents, the same approach can be used to
protect the services.

Firstly, we need security in the communication with
other agents. As agents communicate through ports and
the channels that connect to these ports have an explicit
set up phase, the ports are the best place to add commu-
nication security. More specifically, an authentication and
access control filter can be added around the ports of an
agent when a channel is established. Alternatively, access
control can be added as a filter over the arriving messages,
in case finer grained control is desired. Other security re-
quirements for communication (signing, logging, ...) can
equally be implemented as filters over the ports.

A second point that needs security is the data an agent
is carrying with. Because in the agent model an explicit
storage container is defined, adding security is simplified.
A wrapper placed around the storage object takes care of
the protection by applying cryptographic algorithms to the
data to be stored or read. A security policy for the data
protection wrapper is formulated based on (parts of) the
index under which the data is stored. Contract information
could for instance be signed by the local agent server, such
that later changes can be detected.

The above filters are in fact meta-entities, and use a very
simple meta programming facility provided in the agent
implementation. The model looks very similar to composi-
tion filters [1], but is here tailored towards agent communi-
cation instead of generic object-orientation. As the filters
are described in terms of the entities in the agent model,
they are independent of the functionality of an agent and
can be used with any agent through composition and con-
figuration. For instance, access control could be enforced
on a particular service, simpy by declaring that a filter im-
plementing a specific access control mechanism be applied
to the port that belongs to the service in question. Or prod-
uct information gathered by the agent could be integrity
protected by stating that a signing and verification filter be
applied to all data that is stored under a specific key.
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6 Developer Support

Currently, a lot of research is going on in the area of
software engineering for agent-oriented applications (see
[13]). We do not strive to come up with an alternative
methodology. In this section we merely point out that be-
cause of the explicitness of the proposed model, some ad-
ditional support can be build into state of the art tools. To
illustrate this, some possibilities are presented that can help
a developper in the construction of the internal structure of
an agent.

6.1 Agent Programming and Composition

The explicitness of the presented model has the disadvan-
tage that developping tasks for an agent is more elaborate.
Instead of simply using the available Java language con-
structs, the developer has to use the API’s of the agent
model to do seemingly simple things. For instance, infor-
mation should not be just stored as data members some-
where in the implementation of a task. Instead, an explicit
call to put it the storage container must be made. By pro-
moting the concepts of the model to language constructs
and adding these to the Java language (with the help of
a preprocessor), the extra complexity can again be hidden
for the programmer. In the end, a new agent programming
language could be defined based on a number of such con-
structs. This ultimately could lead to a more direct version
of agent-oriented programming, offering real abstractions
of the agent model, instead of their translations to basic
programming languages.

At a higher level, end-users will want to send out agents
that act according to their wishes. The composition sup-
port in the agent model can help them create custom agents
without the need for programming skills. One example is
a buying agent. The user would select a product discov-
ery task, configure it to look for the product she wants, and
combine that with a negotiation task, selected from a range
of negotiation tasks that each implement a different strat-
egy. Of course, to be really useable for end-users there
would have to be some graphical user interface, and also
a information base of tasks, ordering tasks in categories.
This would for instance prevent illegal combinations of
tasks.

6.2 Patterns of Communication

The FIPA agent standardisation effort [4] defines a increas-
ing number of agent applications, based on a description of
possible conversations between agents. These descriptions
can be seen as a form of extended message sequence charts
[9], from the viewpoint of either of the agents involved.
The agent sends messages of a specific type, or expects to
receive messages of a specific type, and this in some pre-
defined pattern. Such a contract-like description [8] can be
used to define a looser way of interaction between agents.
The description could for instance be used to describe how
an agent in a certain role is allowed to use a specific service.

Eventually, a kind of (loose) type system can be defined,
relating roles of agents to allowable interactions. Because
of the explicit representation of conversations, we believe
the presented agent model can be extended to include such
a type system.

The description of interactions can also help a devel-
oper implement the interaction with other agents. For in-
stance, unexpected messages can be discarded as a matter
of precaution, to guard against malevolent agents. With
the proper tool support, such implementations can even be
generated automatically: message sequence charts can be
transformed into state diagrams, where every state change
corresponds to the reception or sending of a message. From
the state machine specification, an implementation can be
automatically generated, for the target programming lan-
guage. This implementation can be attached to the port of
the agent in question.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented our model of an agent system, which
contains the concepts of agent software in a more explicit
way. This results in more flexibility when designing and
implementing agent applications. Firstly, agents can eas-
ily be composed from a number of functional units. Sec-
ondly, communication between agents corresponds more
to the idea of conversations, or two-way interaction pat-
terns. Thirdly, the agent platform is kept very minimal,
providing only basic communication possibilities. The ser-
vices are defined as agents. Lastly, security requirements
for agents can be plugged in without the need to change
the implementation of the real functionality of the agent.
To conclude, some examples of extra developer support in
the form of tools or in the form of model extensions are
given.
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